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Some coins are worth a lot more than you think….
Not all pound coins are made equal. Some are more valuable than others…. 

You might say that some coins are special…. and I’m not talking about rare coins that haven’t been 
in circulation for years, these are coins you could be given every day.

There are many ‘special’ coins, in general circulation, that are worth much more than face value. 

For example, spend one of these ‘special’ £2.00 coins on the High Street and you will only get a 
£2.00 worth of goods or services in return…. 

But you must isolate that special £2.00 coin from the rest of your change and keep it in a safe place. 
It’s already worth more than £2.00 and will pay much bigger dividends further down the line. 

Think of these special coins as bit of a nest-egg. 

Some £2.00 coins are worth as much as £10.00 or £12.00 – offering a 500% or 600% mark up on 
face value. 

And that’s just what they are worth now. What will they be worth in 10 years or 15 years?

And some coins in circulation - £2.00 coins and coins of other denominations – are worth 
considerably more than that. Some are worth hundreds or even thousands of pounds. 

And these coins turn up pretty regularly in people’s pockets….

Equipping you to take advantage….
Not many people recognise these £2.00 coins. 

You could show most people one of the special £2.00 coins I’m talking about and they wouldn’t 
know what they are looking it. They wouldn’t have the first clue. 

They’d look at it and think it is just another ordinary run-of-the-mill pound coin. Big deal. 

Give them that special £2.00 coin and they would probably go straight out and spend it – throwing 
away something of real value in the process. Something worth much more than a pound. 

We have prepared this Special Research Report so that you don’t make the same silly mistake. 

Knowledge is power. In this case it represents profit potential too. 

If you know exactly what to look for in your pocket change, you are positioned to isolate these 
special coins as and when you come across them – be it today, tomorrow, next week, next year or 
even ten years from now. 
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You may already have some of these special coins in your pocket…. 

You may have some lying around the house in tins…. 

Or down the back of the sofa….

Later today you might be given a handful of change at a supermarket till…. Or down the pub…. And 
you might just find one of the special coins I’m talking about in amongst all the rest….

And it is not just pound coins….
There are special coins of all denominations in circulation right now. 

People are carrying round £2.00 coins worth far more than the £2.00 face value. 

In tills and purses all over the country there are coins that are worth far more than it says on the 
front – 50p coins, 20p coins, 10p coins, 5p coins and 2p coins…. 

To isolate these special coins and benefit from their hidden value, you simply need to know which 
coins you are looking for and why. 

I’m not suggesting you’re going to go out tomorrow morning and find a whole bunch of these 
things. It doesn’t work like that. These coins have hidden value precisely because they are not 
common or run-of-the-mill. 

But they are out there. And they have much more value than the majority of people carrying them 
around know. 

And here’s the rub. That value will increase as time goes by. 

Nobody is making any more of these special coins. Limited supplies were minted. And collectors will 
be ever-more eager to get their hands on them as time goes by. 

Ten years from now numismatists will be prepared to pay a lot more for them than they are today. 

Build a stash, be patient and wait for the value to rise….
Keep hold of these special coins as and when you find them. Put them somewhere safe. And keep 

adding to your stash as time goes by. 

Now and again you will find a coin worth isolating and taking out of circulation. Just put it with the 
others and sit tight. 

Going through your change takes just a few moments. There’s hardly any effort involved. And this 
report tells you exactly what you need to be looking for. 
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So for very little outlay of time, money or energy, you get an opportunity to build a profitable hoard 
over the long-term. You get to put together a stash of very collectible coins that will deliver a sweet 
cash bonus further down the line. 

I am a change checker and you will be too…..
I’ve got to confess that I’m addicted to checking my change. Once you start it is very difficult to stop. 

I can’t hand over a coin unless I’ve checked first that it isn’t one of the special coins worth much 
more than face value. 

And over time I’ve collected quite a few of the coins highlighted over the next few pages. 

I could sell them right now – to coin dealers or direct to collectors on e-bay or on some of the coin-
dedicated Facebook groups I belong to. I’d get plenty more than face value for each coin. 

But I don’t think I’d be getting full value right now. My coins will be more valuable further down the 
line. So I’m sitting tight. I’m in for the long haul. 

I’m in no rush. I have no immediate need to cash in. But I know that if I need to get some cash 
together quickly at some point in the future, my stash of coins will come in handy. 

And, if ever I want to treat myself to something special, I know the cash I’d get for selling my stash 
would come in handy for that purpose too. 

Study the coins highlighted over the pages that follow. Take notes. Or keep this guide handy for 
quick reference. 

Keep a look out for these coins every time you get a handful of change. When you spot one, put 
it to one side. You’re on to a sure-fire winner. That coin is worth much more than face value. It has 
hidden value that most people are unaware of – value you will be able to release as and when you 
need to. 

It only remains for me to wish you happy hunting – happy change checking. 
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• Keep your eyes peeled for the rarest £2.00 coins in circulation….

The 2002 Commonwealth Games was held in Manchester. 

To commemorate the event the Royal Mint produced a series of four £2.00 coins – one for each of 
the countries that make up the United Kingdom. The reverse of each coin depicts the flag of that 
specific nation.

The 2002 Commonwealth Games Northern Ireland coin is the rarest £2.00 coin in circulation. Just 
485,000 of these were produced by the Royal Mint – a very small mintage in the scale of things. If 
you come across one of those coins, it is well worth putting one side in your stash. 

The other three coins that commemorate the 2002 Commonwealth Games are also worth keeping 
hold of and, along with the Northern Ireland version of the coin, make up the top 4 rarest £2.00 
coins in circulation.  

The 2002 Commonwealth Games Wales coin is the second-most rarest with a mintage of 585,500. 

The 2002 Commonwealth Games England coin is the third-rarest with 650,500 units put into 
general circulation. 

The 2002 Commonwealth Games Scotland coin is the fourth-rarest £2.00 con in circulation – and 
finding one or two of the 771,750 produced by the Royal Mint will stand you in good stead in the 
years ahead. 

• The £2.00 coins are a particularly interesting area for change checkers to focus on….

That’s because quite a few of the £2.00 coins released over the last few years have been minted in 
quantities that mean they are already relatively scarce and will become more scarce – and therefore 
desirable to collectors – as time  goes on. 

It is worth stashing these particular coins as and when you get your hands on them. They will 
increase in value as time goes by. 

Take the 2008 coin with the Olympic Games Handover design on the reverse. The Royal Mint 
produced just 918,000 of that particular coin.  That’s not many at all in coinage terms. 

The 2011 coin with the King James Bible design on the reverse is another coin worth looking out for 
and retaining in your stash. Just 978,000 units of that coins were put into circulation. It will get more 
collectible as time passes.  Collectors will pay £7.00 to £8.00 for a good one.

In 2013 there were two coins produced with London Underground designs on the reverse. One 
shows an underground train. The other shows the London Underground Logo. Both were produced 
in relatively scare quantities. Both are worth holding onto.  
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The 2011 coin with the Mary Rose design would be another £2.00 coin I would draw your attention 
to. Just over a million were put into circulation – a small mintage that puts it in my list of the top 
dozen coins most likely to be on the wish-lists of coin collectors in years to come. Collectors will pay 
£7.00 to £8.00 for a good one right now.

The 2012 Charles Dickens design has been selling for sums up to £8.00. 

• Profit from the mistake on the Guy Fawkes £2.00 design….

Back In 2005, the Royal Mint issued a £2.00 coin to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the 
gunpowder plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament. The coin had a Guy Fawkes design on the 
reverse. 

But the Royal Mint made a rare error. Some coins were put into circulation containing an error in 
the inscription on the edge of the coin. 

It was supposed to read ‘Remember, Remember the Fifth of November’. But the inscription on the 
affected coins read ‘Pemember, Pemember the Fifth of November’. 

Recently, these coins have sold for sums between £7.00 and £16.00 on E-bay. Time can only 
improve on that return. 

• The best £1.00 coin you can stumble across in your pocket change….

Only 935,000 of these were minted when the coin was released into circulation back in 2011. 

And that makes the £1.00 coin with the Edinburgh design on its reverse the rarest £1.00 coin doing 
the rounds. 

Save this one, don’t spend it! It will repay you a lot more than a pound further down the line. 

• These £1.00 coins are very much worth looking out for too….

The Royal Mint produced almost twice as many £1.00 coins carrying the Cardiff design as they did 
carrying the Edinburgh design in 2011. 

And that tells you something about how rare the Edinburgh coin is in real terms. Because the 
Cardiff coin is the second-rarest £1.00 coin in circulation. It’s another one to consider taking out of 
circulation and putting by as and when you come across one….

The 2010 London coin should be on your hit-list too. A mintage of 2,635,000 sounds like a lot of 
coins. And it is. But in relative terms it means that the London coin is the third-rarest £1.00 coin in 
existence. 
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Only one other £1.00 coin was minted in quantities lower than 5,000,000 and that was the 2008 
Royal Arms coin. The design is commonplace – but the 2008 version is very much worth hanging 
onto given the relative paucity of the mintage. 

• The Olympic set of 50p coins….

The set of 50p coins produced to commemorate the London Olympic and Paralympic Games held 
in 2012 are sure to remain of interest to collectors and grow in value in years to come. 

The coins were released in 2011 and the set comprises 29 reverse designs depicting a variety 
of sports contested in the Olympic games: aquatics (swimmer); archery; athletics (High Jump); 
badminton; basketball; boccia; canoeing; cycling; equestrian; fencing; football; goalball; gymnastics; 
handball; hockey; judo; modern pentathlon; rowing; sailing; shooting; table tennis; taekwondo; 
tennis; triathlon; volleyball; weightlifting; wheelchair rugby; & wrestling. 

Of course, a full set of coins – in as good a condition as you can find them – will be an asset worth 
having to hand in years to come. And I wouldn’t put anybody off retaining these coins as and 
when they come across (you don’t come across them every day of the week). Full sets are already 
commanding prices of £50.00 to £60.00. 

But if you want to focus on the very rarest then the coins with Football (selling for £4.00 to £5.00) 
and Wrestling (selling for £4.00 to £5.00) designs on the reverse are the ones to look for. There were 
fewer than 1.2 million units produced of each. The Football design depicts how the offside rule is 
interpreted – an interesting thing to attempt on the back of a coin!

The Judo (selling for £5.00 to £6.00) and Triathlon (selling for £8.00 to £9.00) reverse designs are 
the next rarest versions of the coin.  

One last pointer on these Olympic coins. The Aquatics design was changed. The first version had a 
swimmer whose face was obscured by lines used to depict water. The second version removed those 
lines so the swimmer’s face could be clearly seen. 

Some examples – I am told no more than 600 – of this first design (with the swimmer’s face 
obscured) made it into circulation. Dealers have been selling these at prices ranging from £900.00 to 
£3000.00. 

• The most desirable 50p coin of them all….

That simply has to be the 2009 50p coin with the Kew Gardens design on the reverse. 

In total just 210,000 coins of this design were minted. That’s a miniscule amount in terms of metal 
currency. If you come across one of these you really are onto something that has already left face-
value well behind. 
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Examples of this coin have already been sold on E-bay and by private dealers for sums in excess of 
£100.00. That’s 200 times more than face value. 

I don’t have one of these babies. But I can tell you right now that if or when I get hold of one, I’ll 
be stashing it for the long-term. Values are set to rise steadily over the long-term. That’s how I 
see it. There are very few of these coins in circulation, nobody is making any more and examples, 
particularly examples in very good conditions, will be extremely desirable to collectors and they 
will be prepared to pay a lot more than current rates. Hold on and wait for the real value. That’s my 
advice. 

Don’t think it’s impossible or out of the question to get hold of one of these either. There are still a 
few out there doing the rounds. And don’t forget, not everybody checks change, knows what to look 
for or is even interested. 

How many people do you know who go through their change looking for the coins we highlight in 
this report? 

Let me tell you a true story that should encourage you. It certainly encouraged me. 

Just last year an office worker in Wales came across a 2009 50p coin with the Kew Gardens design. 
The coin fell into his possession – quite literally. He got it in his change from a coffee vending 
machine in the office building where he works. 

It won’t happen to everyone. It won’t happen every day. But these coins are still out there – waiting 
to be recognized by those with the eyes and the knowledge to see them. And not everybody is 
looking. So we’ve got a big advantage over them….

• Additional 50p coins of interest to change checkers….

The 2009 Kew Gardens design is clearly the Holy Grail of change checkers. We all hope to light on 
an overlooked example of that coin that is waiting to be discovered by someone who knows what 
he/she is looking at. And we won’t stop looking….

In the meantime there are other 50p versions worth holding onto – each of which was minted in 
quantities well short of 5,000,000. 

The 2000 coin with the Suffragettes design on the reverse, for example. 

And the 2011 coin with the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) design on the reverse. 

Britannia is the standard design on the reverse of 50p coins. And when you see it, you’ve seen it so 
often before you can mistake familiarity with ordinariness. 

But that would be an error. Particularly where the 2008 coin is concerned. Only 3.5 million of that 
particular version were produced. That Britannia design will be a little more collectible and a little 
more valuable than others. Examples are worth retaining when you find them. 
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• Profit from the mistake on this ‘mule’ 20p coin….

Back in 2009 the Royal Mint took the momentous decision to stop putting the date on the reverse 
of the 20p coin and to put it on the obverse side of the coin instead. 

But something went wrong. The gremlins set to work and the Royal Mint ended up producing 
100,000 20p pieces that had no date on them at all – on either side of the coin. 

The mistake went unnoticed and the batch of coins was released into circulation. Undated coins are 
known as ‘mules’. This 20p mule was the first such coin to go into circulation since 1672 when King 
Charles II was on the throne. 

Needless to say, the Royal Mint’s howler succeeded in creating a circulation rarity that is highly 
prized and highly valued by collectors. Come across one of these in your pocket change and you are 
very much onto a winner. 

Recent examples that have come onto the market have sold for sums in excess of £100.00 – quite a 
bit more than face value! 

If I get hold of one of these I’ll be hanging on to it for a couple of decades. It certainly won’t go 
down in value in the meantime. Quite the opposite. 

If you are thinking about buying one of these mules on an auction site, be careful. Check the listing 
very thoroughly before bidding. I’ve seen several coins described as ‘undated’. But it is only bit 
further down the listing that the seller has qualified that with some additional information: ‘on tail 
side only’. 

These are just ordinary 20p coins. But I’ve seen some big bids on such coins from people who think 
they are buying a mule. What they are really doing is paying well over the odds for a 20p piece. You 
have been warned. 

• Look out for 5p pieces dated 1993….

In 1993 the Royal Mint decided they didn’t need to produce any 5p coins to be put into general 
circulation that year. They felt there were sufficient numbers out in the marketplace. And who am I 
to argue? 

But there were 5p coins produced that year because some were needed for the collector sets the 
Royal Mint produces each year – containing a coin of each denomination for that specific year. 

So there are 1993 examples of 5p coins out there. They are not common. Very few will be in general 
circulation. But, if you come across one, they are very collectible and go for sums up to £6.00. Not a 
bad return for a humble 5p coin. In years to come that value will increase.  
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• The 2p coin worth more than £600…. 

Back in 1983 the Royal Mint produced a batch of 2p coins that were supposed to read ‘Two Pence’ 
but erroneously carried the words ‘New Pence’ instead. 

About 640,000 of these coins were produced. Many went solely into special collector sets and not 
into general circulation. But some will have found their way into the general population over the 
years. These things might have been in and out of pockets, purses and tills for more than 30 years. 

You just never know your luck. If the Gods shine on you and direct one of these rarities into your 
possession you will be delighted to know that they have changed hands over the years for sums up 
to and in advance of £600.00.

The last one I read about turned up in a collection tin used by a hospital to collect donations. An 
eagle-eyed volunteer counting the proceeds noticed the coin and they sold £802.03 on E-Bay. That’s 
a nice mark up and the story serves to underline the point that these coins are out there and can be 
found. 
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A final word of advice….
If you come across any of these coins – and I hope you do – don’t polish or clean them. That would 

be a mistake and it would significantly reduce the value of the coin. 

Just store the coin as you find it – with all the original patina intact. 

Don’t make the mistake of thinking that collectors and/or dealers are only interested in bright, shiny 
coins that look ‘new’. They are not. They want coins in their natural state.

If you get a bright shiny coin that is fresh from the mint, fair enough. Put it to one side and protect 
it from light and damage. That coin too is in its ‘natural’ state. You don’t need to scuff it up or make 
it look older to increase its desirability. 

Forgeries are something else to be aware of. There are plenty out there. If you get, for example, a 
Kew Gardens 50p or a 1983 2p coin with ‘New Pence’ embossed on it, consider taking your coin to a 
dealer in order to get in authenticated before you put it up for sale. 

Happy hunting…

Andrew Gardner  
Financial Researcher


